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Communicated by the Editors 
We prove two mixed limit theorems for pattern synthesis, one for linear and one 
for cyclic connection graphs. This extends an earlier result for linear graphs in that 
it shows that the acceptor function need only satisfy weak conditions for the limits 
to exist. 0 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Given a set G, the generator space, a graph rr over n sites, the connector 
graph, and a nonnegative valued acceptor function A: G x G + R + , and a 
nonnegative function Q: G -+ R’ + , consider a probability measure with 
density 
Here the product is taken over all pairs (i, , iZ) such that there is a segment 
in the graph 0 joining the sites i, and i,. The density p is detined with 
respect to some fixed product measure in G” + ‘, and 2 is a normalizing 
constant. 
Such measures appear as priors in path analysis in genetics, in pattern 
theory under the name regularity controlled probabilities, and in physics 
where they are called Gibbs measures. As is well known they define a 
Markov process on the sites of the connector graph. For more information 
about the role of such measures in pattern theory, see Grenander 
[9, pp. 63-91; 10, pp. 194-3171. 
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In particular, such measures have recently been used successfully in 
image processing. Image restoration, for example, can be viewed as 
Bayesian estimation where the prior is a density as in ( 1 .l ), a noisy version 
cD of the configuration c is observed, and one wishes to restore the true 
picture c as well as possible with respect to some given optimality criterion. 
The reader is referred to Geman and Geman [7], for a more detailed 
description of how this can be done and for computational experiments 
illustrating the method, and to Gidas [8]. 
In this approach much attention has been given to the problem of 
pattern synthesis, i.e., of simulating priors of type (1.1). An attractive 
solution is stochastic relaxation, a version of the celebrated Metropolis 
algorithm [12]. The strength of stochastic relaxation is its generality: it 
can, at least in principle, be applied to any measure with a density as in 
Eq. (1.1). 
Extensive computational experience is now available indicating that 
stochastic relaxation works well in many but not all circumstances. It need 
not be practical if 
(i) the cardinality of the generator space G is large or infinite, 
(ii) if it, the size of the connector, is large, 
(iii) if the couplings expressed by the acceptor function A are strong, 
or 
(iv) if the resulting conditional measures do not reduce to computa- 
tionally simple ones. 
In particular, if all (i)-(iv) hold then stochastic relaxation can require so 
much CPU-time that it is not a feasible procedure. 
It is therefore practically motivated to search for alternative methods to 
simulate the measures. Can we turn the situation described by (ik(iv) to 
our advantage, replacing brute force computing by analytical results? Are 
there approximations expressed as limit theorems that lead us to simulate 
measures of simpler and well-known form? 
To investigate this let the generator space G be a continuum, G = R, and 
let us express the strength of the couplings by a small parameter E by 
replacing A(g,,, gj,) in (1.1) by the factor 
Here A(u) should be a function which is non-increasing in lu(. Small E 
favors configurations where gi, and gi2 are close if (ii, iz) E 0, and therefore 
means strongly coupled generators. 
How does the measure behave when E JO and n + oo? The situation 
when both E and n tend to their respective limits is called mixed, and we 
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speak of mixed limit theorems. A partial answer in the case when rs is a 
linear chain of length n was given in Chow and Grenander [4], where it 
was shown that the marginal distribution of the normalized variable gi/s1’2 
tends in law, when n -+ 00, and then E 10, to a non-degenerate normal 
distribution. This was done for the acceptor function 
A(u)= o 
i 
1, lulbl 
? IUI ’ 1 
and under some regularity conditions that will not be stated here. 
This result was encouraging, since it indicated that mixed limit theorems 
of the type needed do indeed exist. It was, however, arrived at by a very 
technical and not very illuminating proof built on the idea that the ques- 
tion could be formulated as a singular perturbation problem for an integral 
operator. Attempts to extend this method to more general graphs involving 
cycles have not yet succeeded. 
Recently, it was shown in Grenander and Sethuraman [ 111 that many 
graphs, in particular, the lattices that are of interest in image processing, 
could be dealt with successfully. Again the result was of limited scope, since 
in this case the acceptor function was assumed to be of the form 
A(u) = exp( - au*/2), a > 0, 
while Q was only restricted by regularity conditions. 
In this paper we shall show that for Q linear or cyclic we can obtain limit 
theorems that do not essentially restrict the acceptor function A. Especially 
the cyclic case is of interest for pattern synthesis in image processing where 
recent models of shape are based on connectors of this type. These results 
do not just describe marginal distributions but the behavior of the full 
measure. The cyclic case is of special methodological interest because of its 
cycle which could not be handled by the singular perturbation technique 
mentioned above. 
The situation studied refers to pattern synthesis, but it is believed that 
the results concerning limits of these prior measures will also help in 
pattern analysis, for example, image restoration and pattern recognition. 
2. THE LINEAR GRAPH 
In this case the graph r~ has n edges (i, i + 1 ), 0 d i < n - 1, on its vertices 
(0, 1, 2, ee.3 n} and the density p, which is defined with respect to Lebesgue 
measure on [W”+‘, can be written as 
P(%, Ul 2 . . . . - ~i)/~n). fi Q(ui) Zn, 
i=O Ii 
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where Z, is a normalizing constant such that lpdu,du, . . . du, = 1, the 
so-called partition function. 
Throughout this section we shall assume that E,, and the nonnegative 
functions A and Q satisfy 
(Al ) E, = c2/n, where c > 0 is a constant, 
(A2) jA(u)du= 1, 
f Q(u) du < a, 
juA(u)du=O, ju’A(u)du=o’<cc, and 
(A3) for any 6 > 0, supI,, a6 Q(U) < Q(O), and Q”(0) ~0. 
For clarity of expression we shall always write Q(u) = Q(0) exp( -q(u)). 
It is easy to check that (A3) is equivalent to: 
(A3)’ For any 6 > 0, inf lulaaq(u)>O and q(u)=2-‘r2u’+o(U2)for u 
small, where r = ( - Q”(0)/Q(O))‘/2 > 0. 
Let (U,, U,, . . . . U,) be a random sample from a distribution with density 
p. Define (X,,, X,, . . . . X,) = E; li2( U,, U,, . . . . U,) so that (X0, X,, . . . . X,) has 
a density on R” + ’ which is proportional to 
)j a(cXi+~-xi)/Ft”).exP{ -igod&!!2Xi)). (2.1) 
For 0 Q t d 1 define the interpolated process 
x,(t) = XCntl + 4t - CntllnNX~nrl + 1 - XCntl). 
Note that {X,(t), 0 d t 6 1 } is a stochastic process in C[O, l] made up by 
joining X0, Xi, X2, . . . . X, at t = 0, n ~ ‘, 2n - ‘, . . . . 1. The main result of this 
section is the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1. Under the assumptions (Al), (A2), and (A3), {X,,(.)} 
converges weakly in C[O, l] to a Gaussian Markov process {X( .)} with 
mean 0 and covariance 
R(s, t) = R( t, s) = dcWroc2s)l . Ccoshbc2(1 - t))l 
r[sinh(roc2)] 
o < s < t < 1 t2 2I 
, 11,. . 
Theorem 2.1 will be proved via several preliminary results. Let P, be the 
probability measure on [w x C[O, l] induced by the mapping which sends 
(X0, x, 3 ..., X,) to (X0, X,(.)-X,). Since X,(t) = X0 + (X,(t) - X,,) and 
the mapping T: IR x C[O, l] + CEO, l] defined by 
T(xo, 4. )I = xo + 4. ) (2.3) 
is continuous, the limiting behavior of the process {X,( .)} can be obtained 
[ 1, p. 301 from that of P,. 
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Let p,, be the marginal distribution of X,-, and P,( .I x0) be the distribu- 
tion of X,( *) - X0 on C[O, 1 ] conditioned on X0 = x0. Then 
P,(B x a = J PM x0) d&(X0) (2.4) 
B 
holds for each BE %3(R), the Bore1 a-field on R, and each E E 23(C[O, l]), 
the o-field on C[O, l] generated by finite dimensional cylinder sets. 
The basic idea is to show that P,( . I x0) converges weakly for each x0 o R 
and p,, converges strongly. The weak converge of P, is then established. We 
remark that such a technique has been used before in Sethuraman [15]. 
Since the weak limit of P, shares an invariance property, it is a standard 
practice to find the limit distribution by choosing appropriate functions Q 
and A. 
The limiting behavior of (X,J .) - X0} will be treated first. To this 
purpose we shall need Donsker’s invariance principle. 
Let (Vi, V,, .,,, V,) be a random sample from a distribution with density 
(with respect to Lebesgue measure on lRn) 
&,n’2 JJ A((Ui+ 1 - ui)/E~‘“)y uo - 0, (2.5) 
i=O 
and let W,, be the probability measure on C[O, l] induced by the mapping 
which maps ( V1, Vz, . . . . V,) to 
v,(t) = V,“,, + n(t - Cntl/n)( V[m, + 1 - V,,t,), O<t<l. 
It is clear from (2.5) that (Vi+ i - Vi)/~!,‘2, 0 < i < n - 1 ( V, = 0), are i.i.d. 
random variables with density A. Since 
i- 1 
j=O I { 
i-1 
vi= Eii2 1 (Vj+ 1- Vj)/&A’2 =C C (Vj+ 1- vj)/E;'2 
i j=O Ii 
n1’2Y (2e6) 
the following lemma is an immediate consequence of (A2) and Donsker’s 
invariance principle [ 11. 
LEMMA 2.2. W,, +n ccr W, where W is the standard Wiener measure on 
cl3 11. 
Write Yi= Xi-X0 for Od i<n. By (2.1), (X0, Y,, . . . . Y,,) has a density 
on 138” + ’ which is proportional to 
n A((Yi+ 1 - Yi)lEki2) 
i=O 
. exp - Cq(E~‘2xO) + i qCs!/*(Yi + xO))l Y y,rO. (2.7) 
i= 1 
683/34/1-b 
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Note that X,,(O) -X0 =0 and X,(.)-X, can be obtained by joining 
Y, = 0, Y,, . . . . Y, at t = 0, nP ‘, . . . . 1. 
By using (2.5) and (2.7) it can be shown easily that 
LEMMA 2.3. (i) For fixed x0 E R, P,( .I x,,) is absolutely continuous with 
respect to W,, and 
dP,(x( .) Ixo)/dW, = exp 
i [ 
- i q(EL’2(x(i/n) + x0)) 
II’ 
~,b,L (2.8) 
i= I 
where D,(-Q) = fcco, I 1 ~expC-C;=, s(E,?‘(x(~/n) + xd)l> dw,. 
(ii) p,, has a density (with respect to Lebesgue measure on R) 
g,hJ = ~,(-G)~ Cexp( -d$!‘xd)l/G,, (2.9) 
where G, = j D,(x,) .exp( -q(.$‘xO)) dx,. 
Because W,, + CCJ W, the behavior of x( .) under W, is well understood. 
Under the assumptions (Al ) and (A3), 
$, q(eA”(x(i/n) +x0)) x 2p1r2&,(x(i/n) + x,,)~ + 2-‘r2c2 ji (x(t) + xO)2 dt. 
This makes the following proposition plausible. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. For fixed x0 E R, P,( .I x0) converges weakly to a 
measure P( .I x0) which is absolutely continuous with respect to COW, and 
dP(x(.)Ix,)/d(coW)= {exp [-2-‘r2c2 ji (x(t)+x0)2 dt]}/D(x,), (2.10) 
where, with b2 = (o/r) coth(roc*), 
D(x,) = lim D,(xJ = EW {exp[-22’r2c2f: (cox(t)+x,)‘dt]} 
= [cosh(rac2)] -‘I2 . exp( -xg/(2b2)). (2.11) 
Note that the last equality of the previous equation is a consequence of 
the following formula [3]: for 5, u E R, 
&{ev[ --2’v2/: W)+t)zdt]} 
= (cash q)-1/2. (exp[ -22’<*(cash q)-l (q .sinh ?)I}. 
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Assume tentatively that Proposition 2.4 holds. It is clear from (2.4) that 
we have to show pL, converges in order that P, does. By (Al) and (2.11) 
the numerator on the right-hand side of (2.9) has a limit. We claim that the 
denominator G, has a limit too. In fact it will be shown later that for fixed 
XOE R 
lim g,(xO) = g(xO) E (2r~b*)-‘/~ exp[ - (2V-’ xt], (2.12) 
n 
where b2 = (a/r) coth(rac*). 
Since all g, and g are density functions on R, Scheffe’s theorem [ 1 ] 
implies 
lim I I gnbh) - &dl k = 0. (2.13) 
Because 0 < P(EI x,,) < 1, it follows from (2.4), (2.13), and Proposition 2.4 
that 
lim P,(B x E) = S P(EI x0) g(xo) dx, 
n B 
(2.14) 
holds for each B~23j(R) and each EE’B(C[O, 11) with (c~W)(Z)=O. 
Since the right-hand side of (2.14) defines a measure on (w x C[O, I], we 
have shown [ 1, Theorem 3.11 that P, converges weakly, and then by the 
continuity of the mapping T defined in (2.3) 
{X,,( .)} converges weakly in C[O, l] to a certain process (X( .)}. (2.15) 
Note that the limiting process {X(t)} is independent of A and Q as long 
as (A2) and (A3) are satisfied. 
To find the distribution of {X(t)} we may choose A(u) = 
(2d) - l’* exp[ -(20*)-l u’] and Q(U) =exp( -2-‘r2u2). In this special 
case we have by (2.1) that (X,(O), X,(n-‘), X,(2n-‘), . . . . X,(l)) has a mean 
0, joint Gaussian distribution with their covariance matrix R,, 1 = 
(E~~~(~/~)~~(~/~)~)~,+l,.(,+l) satisfying 
(R,+J’ =n(ac)-*44,+,(r202c4/n2), (2.16) 
where, in general, M, + ,(h), n>l, h>O, is an (n+l)x(n+l) matrix 
defined by 
c 2+h, if l<i=j<n+l, 
if i=j and i= 1 or n+ 1, 
if Ii-- jl = 1, 
b¶ otherwise. 
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In order to find R, +, we have to study M, + ,(A). The following lemma 
is elementary and will be proved later. 
LEMMA 2.5. For n31 define N,+,(/~)=M,+~(h)+diag(O,O, . . . . 0, 1). 
Let u,+,(h) = det N,+,(h) and b,+,(h) = det M,+ ,(h). With the convention 
that a,(h) = 1 + h, we have for n > 1, 
an+ l(h) = c,(hW,(h)Y+’ + c2(h)Mh))“+ ’ 
P,+,(h)=a,+,(h)-a,(h), 
(2.17) 
where I,(h) = 2-‘[2 + h + (4h + h2)1’2], I,(h) = 2-‘[2 + h - (4h + h2)1/2], 
cl(h)=2-1[h+(4h+h2)1~2](4h+h2)-1’2, andc2(h)=2-1[-h+(4h+h2)1/2] 
(4h+h2)- . ‘I2 Furthermore, M,, ,(h) has a symmetric inverse with 
(M~~l(h)),=~i-lth)~a,+l-,(h). C~rz+l(h)-~n(h)l-‘~ 
for 1 <i<j<n+ 1. (2.18) 
When h = r2a2c4/n2 it is easy to check that lim c,(h) =lim c2(h) = 2-l, 
lim, aEnS, = cosh(roc2s), and lim, n(a,+ ,(h) - a,(h)) = rac2 .sinh(rac2). 
By (2.16) and (2.18) we have for 0 <s < t < 1, 
“,” W,( Cnsl/n) . U CW4 > = 
a[cosh(roc2s)] . [cosh(roc2( 1 - t))] 
r[sinh(rac2)] 
This, together with (2.15), shows that in the present special case {X,( .)} 
converges weakly in C[O, l] to a Gaussian process with mean 0 and 
covariance described in (2.2). Now use (2.15) again to conclude that the 
assertion holds in the general case. 
By using the Gaussian property and (2.2), 
E(X(t)lX(u), O<U<S} = [cosh(rac’(l - t))][cosh(rac2(1 -s))]-’ =X(S) 
which verifies the Markov property of (X( .)}. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.1, except that it remains to show 
Proposition 2.4, (2.12), and Lemma 2.5. 
Proof of Proposition 2.4. For simplicity of notations, let 
FJx; x0) = i q($,‘2(x(Vn) +x0)) 
i=l 
F(x; x0) = 2-‘r2c2 I’ (x(t) + x,,)~ dt. 
0 
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Observe that if x,+x in C[O, 1) then F,,(x,; x0) -+F(x; x0). By 
using Theorem 5.5 in Billingsley [ 11, Wn{x E C[O, 11: F,(x; x0) < t} + 
(caw)(x E C[O, 11: F( x; x0) < t} for each t E R. Since exp( -s) is a 
bounded continuous function on [0, cc), 
lim 
n s cc0 f 1 
expC-FJX; x0)1 dW,=lcro 13 expC-W;xo)l 4caW 
= s exp[ -F(cax; x0)] dW, (2.19) cco. 11 
where the last equation follows from a scale change. This proves (2.11). 
The same argument shows that for any subset E of C[O, l] with 
(co W)(t?E) = 0, 
li~[Eexp[-f’n(x;xo)] dW,,=jEexp[-F(x;x,))] d(coW). (2.20) 
Combining together (2.8), (2.19), (2.20), and (2.10), lim, P,(EI x0) = 
P(E 1 x0) and Proposition 2.4 is proved by using Theorem 2.1 in Billingsley 
Cll. I 
Proof of (2.12). It is clear from (2.19) and (2.11) that we need only to 
show 
lim G, = [cosh(rac*)]-‘/* (27cb*)“* = [27rcr/(r .sinh(roc*))]‘/*. (2.21) 
Let z =&l/*x = cn-l/*x, to make a change of variable, n 0 
Gn = j f),(xo) .exp[ -q($*xO)] dxo 
= 1 ev[ -q(4’*xo)l dxo {1 exp [ - i q(+*(-+/n) + x0))] dw.} 
i= 1 
We claim that for any E > 0, 
n’l2. s expC -s(z)1 dz Itl 3 2E 
X 
u [ 
exp -!, q(z + cx( y.)/nli*)] dW,,} I, O. (2.22) 
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Denote it by I,. Write Z,, = I,,, + Z2,n, where 
I,,, = n’12 . 
s evC-d41 dz 1;) > 2E 
X exp 
{x:ll.x~lmS&n'/*/c) 
-igl q(z + c4~/n)!n1121] dw,,}, 
12,n = n112 . 
I evC-q(z)1 dz Ii1 > 2E 
X exp 
{.x:l/s~lo 5&n"*/(.) 
-igl q(z + cx(i/n)/n112)] dW.). (2.23) 
Observe that Iz + cx(i/n)/n1’21 > IzI - cIJxJ[ ao/n1/2 > 8 in I,.,. By (A3)’ 
r = influ, 2 E q(u) > 0. By (A2) j exp[ -q(z)] dz < co. Hence 
I,,, d n112 . 
s I:( > 2E evC-WI dz.j evC -nvl dK {.~:llxll oc Q &?A*/,} 
<n1’2.exp[-nrj].\exp[-q(z)]dz&0. (2.24) 
Because 0 d exp[ -q( .)] < 1, it is clear from the definition of { V,,(t)}, 
(2.6), and (2.5) that 
1 dW, < W,(x: llxllm > tn’/2/c} 
=P{III/,(t)ll, >uz1’2/c} =P{,yyi IV,1 >En”2/c) 
. . 
=P{ly,y:n lt1+t2+ ... +<,I >Mc2), (2.25) 
. . 
where <i, t2, . . . is a sequence of i.i.d. random variables with density A. 
Now applying Kolmogorov’s inequality (see Theorem 53.1 in Chung [S]), 
we obtain, from (2.23) and (2.25), 
I,,, <n’/’ . 
IJ 
expC-q(z)1 dz 
I 
. 2a2c4/(nik2) -5 0. (2.26) 
This, together with (2.24), implies (2.22). In fact we have shown in the 
proof of (2.26) that for any s1 >O, 
n1j2 .I exp[ -q(z)] dz 
i 
j 
{X:IIXl(e>&,n’~*) 
x exp - $, q(z + cx(i/n)/nli2)] d W.) L 0. (2.27) 
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Therefore, for any E > 0, we have by (2.22) and (2.27), 
G n = c-‘n112. s ewC -&)I dz I.-l < 2E 
X 
11 
exp 
{x:11*I/,<En”~/c) [ 
-c, q(z + cx(i/n)/nl”)] dW.) + o(1). 
(2.28) 
When IzI < 2s and llxllrn 6 m”*/c, Iz + cx(i/n)/n”‘I < 3~. If E is 
chosen small enough, then by (A3)’ exp[ -q(z)] = 1 +o(l) and 
Crsl q(z + cx(i/n)/n”*) = [2-‘r2 + o(l)] . Cy=i (z + cx(i/n)/n”‘)’ = 
[2-‘r* + o(l)] . [n(z + Ic,(x))~ + h,(x)], where k,(x) = cn--3’2 CyZI x(i/n) 
and h,(x) = c2ne1 Cr= 1 x2(@) - (cn-’ x1= i x(i/n))2. Now changing the 
order of integration in (2.28) 
(1 +c$1)).exp[-(221r2+o(l)).n(z+k,(x))2] dz+o(l). 
121 < 2E 
Since Ik,(x)l <E in the domain of integration, the integral with respect to 
z is bounded above by 
s exp[-(2-1r2+o(1))nu2]du=(2~)112/(n1~2r)+o(l) IUI < 3.5 
and bounded below by 
5 exp[ - (2Y1r2 + o(l)) nu’] du = (27c)1/2/(n1’2r) + o(1). lul d E 
It follows that 
G, = (cr)-’ (27~)~‘~ .j jx:,,X,,m~Bn,,2,cl expC-t2-‘r2+~(1))h,(x)l dK+41). 
Because W,, + co W and lim h,(x) = c* s: x*(t) dt - c”(fh x(t) dt)*, it is not 
hard to see that 
lim G, = (cr)-1 (2~)“’ .f 
CPA ‘I 
xexp[-2Y1r2c2([ix2(t)dt-(j:x(t)dtr)]d(coW) 
= (cr)-l (2~)“~. 
s ccc4 ‘I 
x exp -2P1r20’c4(~~x2(t)dt-(~~x(t)dt~)]dW. (2.29) 
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The proof is similar to that of (2.22), except that we need to replace the 
domain of integration {x: llxll ,x, d E~“‘/c} by C[O, l] and {x: llxll~ <m}, 
respectively, to get upper and lower bounds and then let m tend to KI. 
Hence the details is omitted. Formula (2.21) is then proved by using the 
following formula [3] to the functional integration in (2.29): for 4 E R, 
Proof of Lemma 2.5. Introduce another matrix L, + ,(h) = M, + ,(/I) + 
diag( 1, 0, . . . . 0, l), so that all its diagonal elements are equal to 2 + h. Let 
l,+,(h)=det L,+,(h). By expanding it with respect to the first row it is 
easy to see the following recursive formula 
l,(h)=(2+h)z,~,(h)-I,-,(h), n 2 2, (2.30) 
holds under the convention that 
4,(h) = 1, Z,(h) = 2 + h. (2.31) 
Then the method of the difference equation shows 
z,(h)=(4h+h2)-“2 [(ll(h))“+1-(A2(h))n+1], n 2 0. (2.32) 
Decompose the first row of N,,+,(h) and M,+,(h) as (1 +h, -1, 
0 3 ..*, 0) = (2 + h, - LO, . . . . 0) - (LO, . . . . 0). We obtain 
~,+,(h)=Z,+,(h)-Z,(h), Pn+I@)=%+l (A) - dh) (2.33) 
and then (2.17) follows immediately from (2.32). 
To check (2.18) we need another formula on l,(h). Using (2.31) and 
(2.30) we can show by mathematical induction on n that for n - 12 k 2 1, 
L(h) = Z,(h) Z”-,(h) - Zk- l(h) 4-k- l(h). (2.34) 
With the convention that a,(h) = 1 and cl,(h) = 1 + h, we get from (2.34) 
and (2.33) that for n - 1 2 k 2 1, 
and thus 
an@)-a,-l(h)=ak(h) ~,-k(h)-CLk-l(h)CI,~k~I(h). (2.35) 
It is then straightforward to check (2.18) by using (2.35) and the follow- 
ing consequence of (2.30) and (2.33): 
a,(h)=(2+h)a,~,(h)-a,~,(h), for n>2. 
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Note that we also have for i < j, 
CL,‘th)),= (L,l(h))ji=~i-l(h) ln-jth)ljnth)9 
(N,1(h)),= (Nil(h))ji= li- lth) an- j(h)/an(h)* I 
3. THE CYCLIC GRAPH 
In the cyclic case the graph Q is the same as before, only that vertex 0 
is now identical with vertex n. The density p, 
n-l n-1 
P(u,, Ul 7 . . . . k-l)= n A((%+1 -Ui)/En). I-j Q(Ui) zn, 
i=o i=O Ii 
is therefore defined with respect to Lebesgue measure on R”, instead of 
n+l [w . 
Besides (Al), (A2), and (A3), we shall assume in this section that 
(A4) A( .) is bounded on (-co, co). 
Let (ZI,, U1, . . . . 
density p. Define 
8,,) be a random sample from a distribution with 
(X0, 8,, . . . . ~~-,)=~;i’~(0~, o,, . . . . uInp,), so that 
Go, 2, > .-*, xn- 1) has a density on R” proportional to 
As in the linear case, define 
ZM = qnt, + n(t - C~wMcnr] + I - f,“,,), O<t<l. 
Here we take the convention that z,, = zo, so that y,( 1) = fJ0). Then we 
have the following result. 
THEOREM 3.1. Under the assumptions (Al) to (A4) {w,( .)} conoerges 
weakly in C[O, l] to a stationary, Gaussian, and Murkou process { g( -)} 
with mean 0 and covariunce 
R(s t)=a.cosh[(221-/s-tl)rcrc2] 
3 
2r. sinh(2-‘rac2) ’ 
o<s, t<l. (3.2) 
The proof is essentially the same as in the linear case, except for one 
technical dihiculty caused by the cyclic graph structure. This difficulty can 
be overcome by (A4). In the following we shall only sketch the proof, 
which is divided into three steps. 
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Step 1. Show that {?,,(.)} converges weakly in C[O, 11. To achieve 
this, it suffices to prove that 
i’, converges weakly in R x C[O, 11, (3.3) 
where p,, is the probability measure on R x C[O, 11 induced by the 
mapping which maps (To, w, , . . . . zn _, ) to (To, f,J ) - fO). 
Step 2. Find the limiting distribution by choosing A( U) = 
(27~?-“~ exp[-(2a2))’ u’] and Q(~)=exp(-2--‘r~~~). 
Step 3. Show that the limit distribution is stationary and Markovian. 
Proof of Step 1. Let ( Pi, 8,, . . . . vn _, ) be a random sample from a 
distribution with its density proportional to 
n-l 
n A((Uj+, -ui)/E;‘2), uo=u,,=o (3.4) 
,=O 
and let @,, be the measure on C[O, l] induced by the mapping which maps 
(P,, v2, . ..) vn-,) to 
m = &,t, + n(t - CntlhK &n,, + 1 - fL,)t O<t<l. 
Here vO= 8,=0 and v,,+i= t,. 
It is clear from (2.5) and (3.4) that 
K= WnIV.(1)=0 in the distribution sense. 
By appealing to Theorem 3.1 in Wichura [16], we have 
(3.5) 
LEMMA 3.2. Under the assumptions (Al), (A2), and (A4), w,, +” co W,, 
where W, is the Brownian bridge. 
Note that W~X~l~=o= W, in distribution sense. 
Let ji, be the marginal distribution of To and P,J. 1 x0) be the distribu- 
tion of T,J .) - To on C[O, 11 conditioned on f. = x0. Then similar to 
(2.4), (2.8), and (2.9), 
&B x ~3 = jB %Wl x01 4&o) 
holds for each BE d(R) and each EE S(C[O, 11). Moreover, P,J -1 x0) 
satisfies 
- 1 q(.$‘*(x(i/n) + x0)) mxo)> i= 1 
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where &(x0) =jcco. , , exp[-C?:: q(E!,‘2(x(i/n) + x0))] d@“, and fi,, has a 
density 2, with 
&(x0) = &(xo)~ Cexp( -d~!/2~oN1/~n~ (3.6) 
where G,=~~,,(x,)~exp[-q(~~‘~x~)] dxO. 
We also have the following analog to Proposition 2.4. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. For fixed x0 E R, P,(. 1 x,,) converges weakly to a 
measure p(. Ix,), which is absolutely continuous with respect to (CC W,) and 
dP(x(.)(xJd(coW,,)={exp [ -2-‘r2c2 1: (x(t)+x,)2dl]}/b(xO), 
where, with a2 = [o. coth(rac2/2)]f(2r), 
&x0) = lim d,(x,) = E w,{exp[-2~lr’c2~~(cas(r)+x,)2dt]~ 
= (roc2/sinh(roc2)) .exp( -xi/(2z2)). (3.7) 
Note that we need the following formula for the last equality in (3.7): for 
r, rl E R 
= (e/sinh t;)‘12 .exp( --q2r .tanh(t/2)), (3.8) 
which is an immediate consequence of the following result [2] by letting 
y(t)-?: for ~E[W andy(.)EL’[O, 11, 
E,{elp[ -2-lt2ji (X(f)+y(t))ld~]} 
= ([/sinh r)‘12 
+exp [ -Zp1C2(/i I,’ &, t; 0 Y(S) y(t) ds dt + 1’ y2(t 
where k(s, t; t)=t[cosh(Ql- It+sl))-cosh(<(l- It-sl))]/(2 
Suppose we know already that for any E > 0, 
)dt > >I 
. sinh 5). 
wx E cm 13: II4 3o > .5n1’2/c) = @n-l). (3.9) 
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By the same argument used in the proof of (2.29), 
lim G, = (c~))‘(2n)“’ E, 
= (c~)-l (27~)“~ roc’(2 .sinh(rac’/2)))‘. (3.10) 
Note that the last equality follows by integrating both sides of (3.8) over 
rle(-co, co). 
Combining (3.6), (3.7), and (3.10), 
limg,(x,) = 8(x0) = (~zE’)-‘/~ exp[ -x$(28*)], 
n 
where g2= [a’coth(rac2/2)]/(2r). Then, similar to (2.14) and (2.15), we 
obtain (3.3) and Step 1 is finished. 
It remains to check (3.9). Let random variables ci, 1 < i < n, be the same 
in (2.35). Denote its partial sums by Sj = xi=, Ti. By using (3.5), 
=qy, IS , /  >m/c2~S,=O) 
.  .  
6 2P( max 
l<j<C(n+l)/21 
ISjl >&n/C’( S*=O) (3.11) 
because iuA(u) du = 0 implies that S, and S, -, have the same distribution 
when conditioned on S, = 0. 
Define r=inf{j,<n:(SiJ asn/c*}. Then 
PC Ic,c~~x+,,,2, Isjl 2Enlc2l sn=") 
. . 
= lim P( max 
610 I~j<[~n+ll/21 
lsjl 2En/c2, Is,/ Gs)/p(lsJ S6) 
C(n+ 1)/7-1 
= c pp=j’ IS,1 <S)/P(IS,( 66) 
j=l 
ZZ ‘(“~“*‘~~lp(~=~,Sjtdu,/u+ i i,l<d)/P(/Snl<a) 
j=l k=j+l 
= ~~~~~‘=‘~~jP(*=i,sj~~~).P(JU+S”~iJ~B),P(,s~,~s) 
J=l 
by the i.i.d. property of <i, r2, . . . . 5,. 
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Since by assumption ti has a bounded density A, for each n 
&l(~n lJ2) has a bounded density. (3.12) 
Call it h,. By using a local limit theorem for densities in Petrov 
Cl43 P. 1981, 
lim{sup J&(s)- [exp( -2~‘~~)]/(27c)~‘~(} =O. 
” s 
(3.13) 
It follows from (3.12) and (3.13) that 
k(J) G M, Vn>l,VsER, 
holds for a certain constant M, and 
lim h,(O) = 1/(27r)“2. 
n 
For fixed j and n with j < [(n + 1)/2] and n so large that n > 4 and 
h”(O) 2 1/(2(27p2), 
~~p(lu+S,-j/ <S)/P(IS,( <6) 
(6 - u)/(o(n - j)'j2) 
= lim 
610 D (~ d - u)/(a(n ~ j)'j2) 
hn- jCs) ds 
I 
,~~~~~,:, hn(s) ds] 
= (n112/(n - j)lj2) h,- j( -u/(a(n - j)“2))/h,(0) < 2M(2(2n)“*) < 12M. 
Hence by (3.11) and Lebesgue’s bounded convergence theorem, 
Wn{x: llxll m > En”*/c} < 2 
WI)/21 j 
12M.P(z= j, sjedz4) 
C(n+ I)/21 
=24M C P(r=j) 
j= 1 
=24M.P( max 
l<j<[(n+1)/2] 
ISjl >&n/c’) 
= O(n-‘) 
as we did in (2.26). This proves (3.9). 1 
Proof of Step 2. When A(u) = (27~r*)-~~~ .exp[ -u2/(202)] and Q(U) = 
exp( -2-‘r2u2) it is clear from (3.1) that (X,(n-‘), f,J2n-‘), . . . . z,,(l)) has 
a joint Gaussian distribution with mean 0 and their covariance matrix 
i?, = (E{TJi/n) .J?*( j/n)}),x, satisfying 
(R,)-’ = n(ac)-’ .iiTin(r2u2c4/rz2), (3.14) 
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where, in general, fin(h), n > 1, h > 0, is an II x IZ circulant matrix defined 
by 
(an(h))ii= - 1, 
1 
2+h, if i=j 
if i-j= &- 1 (mod n) 
0, otherwise. 
It is well known [6] that the eigenvalues of a,(h) are 
2 + h - 2 cos(27c(k - 1 )/n), k = 1, 2, . . . . n, and 
(&,(h))p’ = i B,(h)/[2 + h - 2 cos(2n(k- 1)/n)], (3.15) 
k=l 
where (B,(h)),, = n-l [exp( -i2rc/r~)](“-“)‘~~~). 
For O<s<td 1, we have by (3.14) and (3.15), 
k=, 2( 1 - cos(2n(k - 1)/n)) + r2cr2c4/n2’ 
Using the fact that the left-hand side of the previous equation is real and 
then changing the summation from - [n/2] to [(n - 1)/2], 
02c2 CC+ ‘v2’ cos(i2z( [nt] - [ns])(k- 1)/n) 
=- 
n* 22, 2( 1 - cos(2n(k - 1 )/n)) + r2cr2c4/n2’ 
Because (u2/2) - (u4/24) 6 1 - cos(u) < u2/2, it is not hard to show by trun- 
cation and Lebesgue’s bounded convergence theorem that for 0 Q s < t 6 1, 
lim E{ ZJ [sn]/n) . gn( [tn]/n)) 
n 
= a2c2 f [cos(27r(t -s) k)]/(4n2k2 + r2c2c4) 
= a2c2 f ( - l)k [cos(xk( 1 + 2(s - r)))]/(4x2k2 + r2a2c4) 
--oc 
=o[cosh((22’+ (s- t)) roc2)]/[2r.sinh(2-‘rat*)], 
where in the last equality we have used the following formula in Mitrinovic 
and Keckic [13]: for a, 8, and TV R with [al < I/31, 
f (-1)“Pt cos rat +W). 
loo x2k2 + B2t2 L-1 B sinh(Bt) 
This completes the proof of Step 2. 1 
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Proof of Step 3. It is clear from (3.2) that {f( .)> is stationary. Since 
(3.1) implies that {z,J .)} is Markovian, it is reasonable to expect the 
limiting process ( Z( + ) > is Markovian too. In fact, this can be checked 
directly by using stationary and Gaussian property of (f( .)): for 
O<u<u<l, 
E(J?(O)lT(l(w), udwdu) 
sinh(( 1 - u) r&*) T(U) + sinh(uroc2) 
= sinh( ( 1 - u + U) rac2) sinh( ( 1 - u + u) WC’) 
J?(u). 
Step 3 is thus proved. 1 
4. C~NCLUSJ~N 
Theorems 2.1 and 3.1 show that the form of the acceptor function is not 
of decisive importance for the existence of Gaussian limits of priors of 
form (1.1). Gaussian limits are easier to simulate enabling us to carry out 
pattern synthesis (at least approximately) in some of the difficult situations 
described by conditions (i)-(iv) in Section 1. 
It is too early to claim that these results will carry over to more general 
connector graphs, but they make it plausible that the acceptor function 
need not have any particular analytic form for Gaussian limits to exist, 
only that it satisfy some regularity conditions. 
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